
Brough Park Running Club weekly Couch to 5K (07/10/17) 
The 99th Couch to 5K event was well attended despite the early morning gloomy and wet 
outlook; and toeing the line, amongst the mass of eager youngsters, was local athlete and GB 
representative, Jason burgess, who was about to have a little run prior to his mid-week flight 
to Canada to take part in the Extreme Endurance Obstacle Racing World Championships. 
After letting the eager bunch have their moment of glory he eased past to head the 5K over a 
greasy route in a time of 18.23 and only eight seconds below his best. 
There were a good number of junior entrants oblivious of the aforementioned status and were 
out to make their mark on the scene; Pippa Waddell (6) seemed to find her own way to the 
800m line in 7.41 with William Robinson (5) only seven seconds behind, both claiming PB’s of 
seventeen and ten seconds; three-year-old Sophie Hinton followed twelve seconds in arrears 
alongside of father David and Daisy Williamson (11).  
Amongst the 1.5K entrants were others of a tender age and just starting out on their own 
journey; Isaac Williams (3) neck and neck with older brother Joshua (14) and a finish of 11.38.  
Five minutes later Elodie Kenealy (4) crossed the line having gained forty seconds over sister, 
Estelle (3,) and mother, Zoe. 
Ahead of those saw Harrison Smith (14) finish almost a hundred seconds ahead of mother 
Julie’s 8.54 time, as she eases her way back after injury.  
The 2.2K held mixed fortunes for most; eleven-year-old Mollie Williams completed the route 
over a minute from her best in 10.19; ten seconds ahead of Lewis Smith (10) who coaxed sister 
Lara (8) to a PB of a second in 10.33, with father, Martin, struggling and thirty seconds adrift; 
James Burgess (7) a little off his best in 11.23 and a stride ahead of Eden Pigott’s (7) one second 
PB deficit, with Julie Barker another stride behind in an improved 11.26. 
Eight-year-old Edward Dodd’s 11.42 finish was ten seconds off his previous effort and forty 
ahead of a consistent performance for Joseph Locket (10). 
Rebecca Hinton crossed the line a pace behind son Laurie (6) in 13.51, to record a PB of seven 
seconds, however, Ben Geens (7) and father Adam stuttered to a much slower 14.23; while 
Connie Statham (6) returned almost twenty seconds off her best and Scarlett Robinson (10) 
ninety from hers as she encouraged sister Imogen (7) to a PB of two minutes, alongside of 
Oscar Regan (8) in 16.34. 
Seven-year-old Martha Williamson and Libby Soutart (8) walked, talked and jogged to a much 
slower 17.24 finish, followed thirty seconds later by the latter’s elder brother Rees (11).  
Tina Jones and Wendy Waddell may also have done likewise during their second 2.2K in 
which they knocked their time down by twenty seconds to 18.24; followed by Joshua Eames.  
Joanne Higgins stuttered to a 22.29 finish over the 3.6K terrain - still suffering from stiffness 
and pains following a recent mud event. 
City of Stoke athlete, Jack Hancock, found he was surrounded by regular faces throughout the 
first lap or so of the 5K, before deciding to test himself and drew away to claim a PB of twenty 
seven seconds and twenty three ahead of Isaac Elkington, who’s 20.52 was faster than previous 
and drew along thirteen-year-old Harry Bond to a PB of eight seconds and only six behind. 
Martin Pigott was also pulled along as he followed Nick Hulme – the latter returning after a 
sixteen weeks injury-absence - to cross the line three seconds adrift with a PB of thirteen in 
22.03.  
John Green also returned after a few weeks absence to stave off the pursuit of Jamie Carney by 
seven seconds in 23.31; as Dave Edge also kept ahead of his adversary, Donna Eames, by twenty 
one seconds in 23.59. 
Eleven-year-old Sienna Phillips upped her distance for the first time to finish three seconds 
ahead of James Locket’s 24.34, which was thirty two ahead of Tony Williamson. 
Ethan Ollier (13) led Karl Birch for a while before the youngster found himself stuttering to a 
walking pace - Just as the latter had done the previous week - however, he was able to haul 
himself back on track to finish twenty six seconds adrift in 25.45 and fourteen ahead of a 



slower event for John Lagan; whereas Mike Turner was a minute behind but saw an 
improvement of the same over his last outing. 
A regular appearance for Charlotte Statham saw an improvement of almost forty seconds over 
last week as her 27.29 nears her best time; both Suzie Noble and V65, Bill Mould dropped a 
few seconds back from their last event to cross the line in 27.56 and 28.32. Despite there being 
a gap of almost a minute to the runner ahead, Jo Phillips’ unaccompanied event, enabled her 
to knock forty one seconds off her PB. 
Jan Percival had an off day and slowed to a 30.11 finish which encouraged Claire Williamson to 
an improved 30.29. 
A four week absence seems to have slowed Chanwit Seeploy to a 31.14 time; with Sara Garde 
only half a minute adrift in a consistent time of 35.45; pulling away from running partner 
Dawn Brown over the last section to once again overhaul Lisa Soutart on the final incline; the 
latter two recording times of 35.22 and 35.34. 
 
Thanks to: Sam and Paul Goldstraw and Rachel Massey for time recording duties,  
along with Steve Massey and Bryan Vigrass for marshal duties. 
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